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Freshman Class Organizes
Traditional White Andre Marchal's Organ Reciial
With Election of Its Officers GiftServiceBegins
is Enthusiastically Received
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Holds
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Madonna iii Revealed at
Athletea Predominate in Officers
Personality
Pageant
Selected by Class
Southern Meeting ON SECOND AMERICAN TOUR
of'42
~~--------------------------

"Vith the election of officers last week,
the class of 1942 at Hollins formally
organized itself for its participation in
college activities. Virginia Wooden, of
Baltimore, a former student at Baltimore
Friends School, was elected president.
Other officers are Peggy Hilliard, Hallie
Groos, Caroline Gale, Randy McConnell,
Ann Hall, Ruth Dennet, Kitty Griesemer
and Muriel Thompson.
Miss Wooden has been one of the most
active members of the class and has shown
her enthusiasm particularly on the hockey
field. She is an excellent player and won
a position on the Varsity team. As for
executive ability, she has had experience
as a leader in preparatory school, particularly as president of the Athletic Association, an office she held ' in her senior year.
As Miss Wooden will lead in class
affairs, so Miss Kitty Griesemer, also of
Baltimore, will represent the class on the
Executive Council, the leading body in
college affairs . Miss Griesemer, a graduate of Bryn Mawr Preparatory School,
has a background of leadership similar to
Miss Wooden's, for she, too, excelled in
athletics both 'h ere and in school and was
also manager of the Athletic Association
in school. The class representative to the
J oint Legislative Committee will be
\furiel Thompwn, -of Scarsdale, )le 'v
York. In Scarsdale HighSchool, where
sh~ did her college preparatory work, she
was 'an outstanding student both in academic and extra-curricula activities.
The class chose as vice president Caroline Gale, of Cleveland Heights, Ohio,
Though she has been chiefly known at
Hollins fot her humor, the fact that she
was president of the senior class and vice
president of the student council at Laurel
School where she took her pteparatory
work, indicates her more serious abilities.
The secretary and treasurer of. the class,
respectively, are Randy McConnell, of
Halifax, Va., and Hallie Groos, of
San Antonio, T~xas. Randy, too, has been
a hockey star, while Hallie's main interest
here, as at home, is horses and, of course,
riding. Randy studied last year at ,Dana
Hall School, while Hallie was at the other
(Contillued on Page 3, Column 5)
--------~~-------

Hollins Holds Open Forum
on U. S. Neutrality Law's
" Proposed Changes in the Neutrality
Laws of the U. S." was the topic of the
second Hollins Forum, a joint meeting
with the International Relations Club,
held Monday evening, December 3.
Miss Bessie Carter Randolph spoke
briefly, summarizing the neutrality statutes
of the U. S . since 1935 and pointing out
the weaknesses of each of these four laws.
In general she said that they were full
of loop-holes and were particularly weak
in that they did not cover procedure in
the case 'of undeclared wars such as the
hostilities between China and Japan at
the present time. Miss Randolph felt that
the U . S. is particularly open to criticism
for its role of furnishing the materials
for that conflict. Part of the reason for
the weakness of our laws, she said further,
is caused by the fear of giving the president of this country too much authority.
The floor was opened for discussion
after Miss Randolph's talk and then the
meeting was closed by Miss Barbara
Doty, president of International Relations
ClUb and student chairman for this meeting.
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Student Aid Urged
in Sale of Seals
for T. B. Fund
. ,:\Vith the approach of the Christmas
season comes the annual sale of Christmas
seals all over the country. At Hollins as
everywhere else the seals are offered for
sale at a penny apiece and all proceeds go
for the prevention and cure of tuberculosis. Students here have been requested
to buy as many as they are ~ble even
though the individual amounts may be
small, and to place the money along with
the seals they were unable to purchase
in the box in the business office marked
for that purpose.
Disea8e Attack8 Youn«

It is generally recognized that tuberculosis is a costly disease for the community, since it attacks young people in
their most productive years. It is estimated that in Virginia one out of every
140 high school graduates dies of tuberculosis before the age of 25. Furthermore,
it requires a long time to cure, with loss
of wages, hospital costs and care of dependent families of patients during treatment.
The Christmas seal fund provides such
preventive measures as Tuberculin testing of children, X-rays to determine
whether tuberculosis has developed, isolation of infectious cases in sanatoriums
and publicity campaigns to assist the work
of eradication, In particular in this localit y the funds are used for treatments at
Mercy House in Salem, where a new
cottage for tubercular children is now bei\lg , constructed and where adult patients
are also treated.
Every Contribution Helps

Of the funds collected, about 76% is
used by the local associations', about 19%
by the state associations, while the national
association receives about 5% of the gross
receipts from the sale. When the Christmas seal sale 'was first begun in 1910
about $1,500 was collected; in 1937 over
$100,000 ,was raised; the committee has
expressed the hope of surpassing this
a.mOunt this year and to that end is redoubling its efforts. They are reminding
everyone that every little bit helps.

On Sunday, December 11, Hollins will
begin its celebration of the Christmas season with the White Gift Service and the
hristmas Pageant.
The White Gift Service, which is held
' ill the chapel at 7 :30 P . M., is under the
auspices of the Y. \'Y, C. A., and is conducted by the president of the Y. W.
cabinet. It has long been the custom for
the members of the student body to wear
white to the servite.
The service itself consists of the singing of Christmas carols and the offering
of the class gifts. Each class offers a
spiritual gift, some idell-l to which it is
striving, expressing it in a short poem
recited by the pre~ident of the class. As
the president of the ' class says the poem
the members of the class stand until it is
completed and respond with the sentence,
"Accept, 0 Lord, this gift we bring."
Immediately following the service is
the Christmas 'Pageant held in the Little
Theatre and given by Ye Merry Masquers . The nature of the play, and its
actors, remains a secret to the student
hody at large until the curtain rises in the
Little Theatre so that there is keen interest in it. The focus of interest and
the climax of the play, however, lie in
the revelation of the Madonna. She is always a senior, selected not only for beauty
but also for the personification of qualities
of grace, charm and sweetness which are
part of the traditional Madonna's character. Thus to be chosen Madonna IS a
real tribute.

Hollins Students to Serve as
Guides

The American Association for the Advancement of Science will hold its semiannual meeting in Richmond, December 27
to 31, with over five thousand scientists
f rom all over this country in attendance.
This is the first meeting of the society
to be held as far south a s Richmond and
is expected to be the largest in its history.
In addition to the meetings of the various
sections which will be devoted large,ty to
the reading of the mo~e than a thousand
highly technical papers, there are five general sessions scheduled which will be
' mainly devoted to non-technical addresses
of interest to the general public. According to the various officials of the convention, they will offer unusual opportun.ities for
the scientists to become
familiar with the progress that is being
made in fields other than their own and,
at the same time, place before the intelligent public, interesting and authoritative
information concerning the rapid march
of science.
There is to be a special public meeting
for pupils of the schools of Virginia and
their families and teachers at The Mosque,
cene of all the public meetings, on Satur~
day morning, December 31, at 10 :30. National Geographic Society motion pictures
of wild animal capture will be shown
and explained by Dr. William M. Mann,
director of the National Zoological Park
in Washington. Efforts are being made
to have this meeting opened by a word
of welcome by television from President
Roosevelt. Music is to be furnished by
several high school bands.
Rodney C. Berry, chairman of the committee on meeting places, has announced
that the convention will be a "fifty-ring
Countess of Listowel Speaks on circus," since there will often be fifty
meetings taking place at the same time,
European Politics
thus making the details concerned rather
complex. Arrangements have already
The first of the Hollins Alumna: Town been made, however, for all meeting
Hall lectures took place on November 29 places, projection equipment, microscopes
in the Little Theatre. The speaker, the and other lect ure material.
Countess of Listowel, iormtrly Lady
A8sociation Or«anized 1848
Judith de Marffy-Mantuans, of Hungary,
The American Association for the Adwas introduced by Miss Randolph, and
then began to speak on the provocative vancement of Science is the oldest truly
title, "There Will Be No War in Europe."
(Continued 01~ Page 6, Colum.n 1)
Because of her long experience as an
observer and commentator on the European political situation, Lady Judith was
ANNOUNCEMENT
able to give a keen analysis of the realignment of the nations as well as some firsthand facts concerning the "September
Becau8e of a "literary drou.ht"
crisis." The reasons the Countess gave
on campus this year, the Car.oe.
for her belief in the probability of peace
8taff has felt it impossible to put
were numerous but centered around two
out an i88ue of the ma«azine before
points. In the first place, she sa id that the
Chri8tma8. Both the staff and the
international crises of the past few years
faculty of the En«lish department
have not been serious threats of war, but
believe it far better to wait and pubrather the natural and just revisals of
lish a really «ood ma.azine later,
the admittedly un fai r provisions of the
rather than rush inferior material
Treaty of Versailles. Now Hitler feels
to prese in order that a copy of Car·
he has righted most of the wrongs to the
«oe. mi.ht be di8tributed before the
German people at the close of the last
vacation.
war, so that it is not likely he will try
The staff intends to publish at
further expansion on the continent. In
least three copies between New
regard to colonies, the speaker said, he has
Year's and Commencement. Plans
already ind'icated to England that he IS ' have already been made for the fint
willing to compromise.
i8sue. The staff repoeta that the fint
On the other hand, there are forces in
i sue has been withheld so lon«, but
opposition to Hitler which the Countess
{eels the student body must realize
believes will restrain him even if he should
the situation and, like the etaff, be
desire war. For one thing, the nations
unwillin« to dra. down the idea"
came so close to war in the last crisis that
and standards of Car.oe. by pubHitler was forced to realize that the
Hshin. a poor issue of the ma.a.ine.
(Contillucd on Page 6, Column 5)

Town Hall Lecture
Series Begin

Andre Marchal, famed orgal~ist of '
Paris, now on tOlJr in this country. was
enthusiastically, received here for his recital in convocation Wednesday evening,
December 7.
The Hollins audience was impressed by
Marchal's vivid personality as well as by
his extraordinary musicianship.
His
powers of concentration are remarkably
exemplified in his rapid mastery of the
location of stop, keyboards and pedals of
strange organs, in spite of being unable to
see them. After a few minutes practice,
he has complete mastery of the instrument.
Pro«ram Varied

His program included: Caprice sur les
grallds jeil:~, by Clerainbault; Betledictus,
by F . Couperin ; Noel avec variations, by
Daquin; two se lections from Bach, choral,
"By the Wat ers. of Babylon" and Toccata,
A dagio and Fugue in C. major; Franck's
Choral No.2 in C major; ImPromptu
(dedicated to Andre Marchal) by Vierne;
Nati'llili (poeme evangelique) by Langlais and Apparilion, de fEglise Eternelle,
by Messiaen. The last number, which was
received with great enthusiasm, was an '
improvisation on a given theme.
Paris-born, Andre Mcy-chal began his
musical studies at l'lnstitut Nati01l(J1 dcs
feunel A'Vl'tlgle~. At nineteen ht> was invited by Eugene Gigout to his organ
class in the Conservatory of Paris, where
he won honors in organ technique and in
improvisation, and was awarded the Guil-'
mont prize. This was in 1913. Marchal
then became Gigout's assistant, both in
teaching and at the great organ of Saint
Augustin. Since 1915 he has been organist
of Eglise de Saint Germain des Pres, and
since 1923 has acted, in addition, as adjudicator of the concour of the conservatory. Since Matchal's election as organist
there, Saint Germain has become a mecca
for music lovers who flock there every
Sunday to hear him at the great organ.
In these recitals he has covered most of
the known organ literature. '
Second American Appearance

His first appearance in America was in
1930, through the invitation of Mr. Arthur
Quimby, curator of the Cleveland Museum
of Art, when he gave a series of ten Bach
recitals. This year's tour began for
Marchal in New York City. His recitals
there ending 011 December 5, he came
directly to Hollins.
------<c®>----- - -

Golden Rule Dinner
Planned for Sunday
The Golden Rule Dinner will be ,on
Sunday, December 11. For that day, Mrs.
Boozer, the college dietitian, will plan a
wholesome, but less expensive meal than
usual and the money saved by this will
be turned over, through the Y. W. C. A .,
to the Golden Rule Foundation for its
charitable work.
The Foundation organized for the "welfare of mankind throughout the world,"
has among its vast functions furnishing
lunches, clothing and other requisites for
school children, to maintaining clinics and
medical care for those in need, helping
suffering refugees and providing scholarships for deserving students in isolated
regions . This year a large part of the
money will go toward the care of over
200,000 Chinese refugees who are homeless and threatened wit,h starvation.
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The editorial staff wishes to dra1v attention to the fact that: (1) Only signed
articles will be {>ublished in the Forum , allhollgl, the name of the write,. will be known
only to the editors and will fl ot l>e published ; ( 2) the staff ,.eserves the ,.ight to withhold from publication any article which it deems "nsuitable for publication. and
( 3) the staff does not assume responsibility f or opinions expressed in Forum articles.

SH A ME! SHAME !
Every student at Hollins has spent some part of her time rellent·
fully criticising one or all of her instructors, either becaulle, in her
opinion, the teacher "ju8t doesn't have the right personality" or
·hecause his methods are "all wrong." Though there are no stati8tics
to verify this 8tatement, the truth of it will be recognized by every
student. No doubt even the best teachers are open to criticism on
some score. And we who sit under them in the classroom day after
day are the logical ones to do the criticising.
Therefore, t wo questionnaires on teaching methods and teacher persona liti es were sent out on thi s campus during November--one by the
student curriculum committee and the other in cooperation with the
Association o f Virginia Colleges. It was made clear that the information
given in the answers would reach the proper people and that it really would
be used in an effort to get better teachers and better classroom procedures.
I t seems that the students would welcome this opportunity to get some
action as a result of all this criticising they do. But the curriculum committee got about 85 r esponses from the more than 300 students here; the
other questionnai re, sent to 50 seniors, was responded to by 21.
Do you or don't you want better teachen? Don't you want them
badly enough to spend half an hour of your valuable time saying
what you think would be good in teachers? You spend your time
at the tea house or on week-ends or just "bulling," but you don't
care enough about your education to say wherein it fails. Why did
you come to college, anyway? To be educated, by chance? Then,
why don't you settle down to it? Such.a disinterellted attitude &II i8
indicated by the unrellponsivenells to these questionnaires is a reflection on any educational institution and must not continue at
Hollins.
P RI VILEGE A.ND RES PON SIBILITY
Several weeks ago the S tudent Council put a copy of the policy behind
its actions in the hands of every student. Last week the J oint Legislative
Committee announced a reversal of its pol icy o f secrecy, and as a part of
its program of publicising it s wo rk and in viting student opinion, informed
the students of the matters now before it fo r action. Do not these steps
indicate that the legislative and executi ve boards con sider themselves not
as opposed to the student body bu t simply as representati ve groups from
the students, elected by th em to do the work of running the student
organi zation ? Do t hey not indicate, fur ther, that these groups are anxious
to be rep resentative? That the executive council wi shes its constituency
in formed o f what actions it is tak ing an d why? T hat the legislative committee wishes th is al so, and in addition, becau se of the different nature of
its wo rk, wishes student opinion brought to bear on its action ?
The answer to these questiQns is obviously Yell. The etudent body
is being given opportunity to take an active and influential p~ in
student government. The origin of the Student Government AIlIIOciation at Hollins and its growth and development 8i~ce that time
was in recognition of the increasing maturity of the studenta. Ex.
tension of privilege through the years can be traced to that caUlle.
The increasing authority invested in the Student Council hall eome
only through the realization by succe8sive adminilltratioDll that it I.
capable of handling it. Then, too, realizing that college .tuden..

New Members of A. D. A. Give Stunt
Every now and then when those A. D .
A.'s select new meat, the school enjoys
the "rare" treat o f a stunt in Keller. Last
T uesday night it was Miss Moore and
Rozella Dameron. T o say they were
" rare" is putting it mildly. Miss Moore
and Ro decked out in killing clothes,
were dramatically revealed in the Ugly
Duckling and Mother Situation. The
emotion was tense and the sparks, to say
nothing of the puns, lIew thick and fast.
M other wanted daughter dear to be invited into the company of the beautiful,
charming and witty A. D. A.'s, but ... the
" but" being that. . . daughter was much,
much too ugly. The A . D . A .'s always

said "Ro-darlt-run" when she came
around. It was almost a lost cause.
Then they conceived the plan of s inging
"Down by the Old Mill Stream" (with
gusto) . That didn't go over so big (rotund, if you must have the word), and
that was that. But, no I Suddenly Mother
Moore perceived that Ro was looking
better. S ome magical change. Off came
wig, cape and hat-daughter was not ugly
any longer. Saved! A note conveniently
dropped out of her clothes, and 10, it was
an invitation to join the A. D. A.'s. She
can't swim but she can u r o," and Mamma
can do " Moore."
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IIUnder the Dome II
DIARY FOR SATURDAY.
Up betimes and a dash into the dining
rOOm. Saturdays always confuse mestrange people gather at my table. At least
those few who have escaped the Black
Death, or whatever it is that has taken
the campus by

· ..
..

Again to
:0 start the day off right
with nose
full of smoke and dust.
Ha ve ceased
ing cigarettes down with
me. Find I can get the same results by
just opening my mouth and letting the

I~~~:ea~:~,~t~~eo:~iSa~~ac~~ceo:e e:~t~:~

WHERE IS CA RGOES?
During her visit to the college some weeks ago, Elizabeth Drew commented that the soil of our modern life does not seem to be fertile for
the production of a great and penetrating novel. One explanation she
seemed to think was the tempo and the perpetual motion of the contemporary scene. Just so the earth of the Hollins campus this fall has
not been the kind from which good poetry and short stories spring. As
Miss Drew spoke of the bro!\der life of the world; we of Hollins constantly deplore the multitude of our activities which leaves no time for
the deep and moving stillnesses in which the creative impulse finds expression. " I'd love to write, but I have no time," is the answer members
of the Cargoes staff have heard over and over again. This is why the
magazine has not appeared .
But because after two months of work we do not yet have the
material for a mll8azine that the campu8 would enjoy and appreciate.does not mean that sueh a m8tJ8Zlne is not p088ible thill year.
Weare lltill eonfident in the sense of valuee of people who want to
exprellll themllelvell in literary form_onfident it will make them
realize the importanee of giving the urge to write a ehanee, no
matter how many more or 1_ eompelling engagementll are
clamoring for attention. Tearing around "getting thinp done" has
beeome lIueh an ohlleHion with mOllt of UII that we forget how little
it meanll ultimately. Actually, thoee momenta of creating literalure,
then IIharing it with othen in print, are the momenta of growth and
deepening insight that eontribute mOllt to a rich and vital experienee.
Trusting that Hollins people have a sense of values that cannot be
distorted by the confusion which seems to surround most moderns, then
the Cargoes staff will continue working to publish a magazine that has
something to say.
THE UNTIMELY EXTENSION Q F QUIET HOUR.
The most apparent sound on the Hollins campus at the present moment
is the silence that has prevailed in Presser lately. It is appalling, I think,
to walk in that direction even at the busiest time of the day and to be
greeted by an all too evident calm and quiet which is thoroughly incongruous with the purpose of the building.
The practice rooms have been put there for a purpose. The pianos
are to be used. The music is to be played. The opportunities for furthering one's musical interests are manifold, yet few avail themselves of the
possibilities the department offers. You need not have chosen music as
your principal field. Anyone and everyone is welcomed within Presser's
friendly walls. But it is to those whose busil1ess--or rather, pleasure-it
is to spend a few hours each day in musical effort that I speak most
particularly. It is you chiefly whose absence in Presser has been most
noticeable of late. Why has this uncalled-for lull settled down around
us ? Why .have the strains of Bach and Mozart drifted unhappily away
into a mere echo of their former selves? And why, oh why, do certain of
our more gifted musicians neglect their etudes and sonatas for the more
syncopated selections of the "Stardust" and "A-Tisket-a-Tasket" quality?
Shall we not, then, turn over the "new leaf" we talked of in September
and fill Presser again with the tangible; convincing evidences of a musical
.
activity she tries so earnestly to stimulate?

you- the smoke is too thick.

• • • •

On the way to the library remembered
the story of Kenny's date. She had told
him to go to the big building with the
lights on it to call for her and he, getting
his signals switched, climbed up the steps
into the library and up to Miss Tiplady's
desk to call for Kenny. Kenny, in the
meantime, was tapping her toes on the
hall of Main, waiting and waiting and
waiting. When about to give up she saw
the young man being escorted out of the
lib~ary, down the steps and thr-ough the
quadrangle by Miss Tiplady herself. Perhaps when he sawall the girls studying
so diligently he knew that Kenny couldn't
be in there anyway.

• • • •
After a session in the library, spent in
trying to get into a com fortable position
and s ti II not put my feet on some one
else's chair, I decided to do my good deed
for the day and go down and help the
weary souls decorate the gym wherein
all the girls, especially B. Smith, teetering
atop a ladder (aliteration), are trying to
attach the moss to the wire above. So far,
a number of bugs, spiders and lizards
have fallen therefrom, providing adequate
excitement but no damage.

• • • •
REFLECTION ON THE PROM:
Just count the hoops and hair
Ups.
N ow hear the saxes' lIare-ups,
J nticing melodies.
Or
Review the figure (with carnations)
P resent it due felicitations.
Remember,
Only
. M oss (complete with lizards
hung by lovely
three-year
wizards,
could ever make a party up
that would include all these.)

••••
ADDENDA:
And what about the girl who was asked
to name the parts of a saddle in riding
class. "What is this?" asked Mr. Graves,
pointing to the girth, the part that goes
under the horse's tummy. "Oh, that," she
replied, "that's the girdle."

•• ••
Borrowed from Doroth,. Parker, or
The OptbnJatle Department
"Oh, life is a glorious cycle of song
A medley of extemporanea
And love is a thing that can neve.r
go wrong
And I am Marie of Roumania."

can plan intelligent rulell for group living, the adminilltration h&ll
given them authority in this, through repreeentation on the le~
• • • •
Iative body. Now a part of thill authority ill being ofFered to every
Razors
pain you,
student, indicating that the adminilltration and the IItudent
Rivers are damp,
leaden !lee eontinued evidenee of increuing maturity.
Acids stain you,
But are we accepting it? Are we proving ourselves worthy of it? To
Drugs cause cramp,
have a part in our government, in college as in later life, is at once a
Guns lIren't lawful,
Nooses give,
privilege and a responsibility. It is recognition o f maturity and an opporGas smells awful,
tunity for further growth through exercise of our abilities. Not only
You might as well live.
do we owe it to the society in which we live to accept our responsibility
And I leave with you these cheery
as intelligent individuals 111 a democratic community, we owe it to thoughts-THE SE.AL.
ourselves!
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=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=====
~usic Notes
Student Recital Struknt Group in Germany
....J_
is Big Success
Enjoys Novel Experiences

Report Given on
Action of Student
Curriculum Com.
With the report of the Student Curriculum Committee to the Faculty Curriculum Committee on N ovember 29 the
main business o f the student group for
this year came to a close. As one of the
functions of the student committee is the
presentat ion of student opinion to the
faculty, part of Miss Hannah's report
was based on the answers to a questionnaire sent out by her committee to all
the students, asking for expression of
opinion on such matters as courses and
study conditions.
A second part of the report consisted
o f recommendations to the faculty o f
additional courses of study which the
committee thought desirable. The suggestions were arrived at after a careful
and critical survey of the existing curriculum, and new courses have been recommended where it does not seem to meet
the needs of the students in various fields .
Among courses proposed, a study of marriage and the family, urged so strongly
by last year's committee, was again
brought to the faculty for consideration
a s one of the most important additions
which could be made to the present curriculum at Hollins.
Although the Student Curriculum Committee recognizes that the value of its
recommendations is limited by its lack of
experience as educators, it has proceeded
on the assumption that experience in being
educated is also important in determining
the procedures and content of a course
of study. Although the real function of
the committee has been fulfilled in its
report, delivered by its chairman, Ruth
Hannah, it will continue to meet through
the year and to be an active unit in campus
activities.
The members of the committee are:
Ann Brinkley, Elizabeth Cardwell, Mildred Emory, Marjorie Howard, Mary
Statler Jefferson, Ellen Hull Neff, Caroline Stephens, Polly Story, Caroline Tay. lor, Margot Vaughan, H elen Walsh and
Annie Lee Wilson.
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Mr. Goodale gave an informal organ
rec.it al on November 28 in the chapel. His
program included : Pageant of A liI ,,,,... .
by Leo Sowerby; COIl/ileHe P aslorale, by
Guilmant, and Fllg II' in E jlat, by Bach.
According to the students who attended,
the concert was a pleasant r ecreation after
.t renuous studies. Mr. Goodale will continue to g ive these in formal r ecita ls
throughout the year, the next one will be
during the examina tion period.

* • * *
O n Monday a ft ernoon, N ovemher 28.
the Hollins Radio Program was an all
Debussy piano r ecital. Those who played
over the air and their selections were :
Marj orie Keiger, l ie",e A rabesque .. Alice
Clagett, La Cathedrale Eng/olllie; Caroline Stephens, Preillde fro'" the S "ite Bergemasqlle, and Betty West, Doctor
Craall." 1.,01;'. Ihe Children's Co rner.

* • • •
A music association meeting was he ld
in the chapel on Monday night, December
5. The president, Gertrude Stimpson, read
several notices and then Mr. Goodale told
the association about Andre Marchal, who
played in convocation on W ednesday evening, December 7.

• • • •
A tea was held for Andre Marchal on
W ednesday a fternoon be fore his recital
at 5 o'c1ock, in the drawing room o f Main
Building. All music association members
were invited to meet Monsieur Marchal
personally and chat with him inf ormally.

••••
The H ollins Choir and Miss Frances
McDowell , president o f the Y. W . C. A .,
are going into town Sunday afternoon,
December 11, to present the White Gift
Service in the First Presbyterian Church,
just as it will be given here in the chapel
Sunday evening. This Christmas celebrat ion is sponsored by the Thursday Morning Music Club of Roanoke.

Piano, Voiee and Organ Selec· Olive Holmee is CampUl Repre- tua l toi l. We fee l fo rtunate in hav ing
such a grand group fo r our Junior Y ea r
sentative Among Munich
tions Presented
in M unich. Already there is a certain
Group
T he second monthly student rec ita l was
giv('n Thursday afternoon, Decembe r 8,
in the chapel at 5 o·c1ock.
Fredr ica Metca lfe opened the program
with a piano selection. Two-Pa rt h ,ve,,li/l. by Bach, followed by two-voice comIlositions, DOII::e/l" Pllggite, by Cavalli,
and the comica l H oi Mr. Piper, by Curran, sung by Anne Roddey. Mary Campbe ll Cook continued t he program with
the Fallla.,ie ill C Millor, by Mozart .
Gertrude St impson then played So" ata
No . 2, by M endelssohn, on the organ.
Following this, P re lillie ill C Millor alld
J) flat, by Chopin, were played on the piano
hy Virginia Alice Thomas and Ma ry
Harper Ricketts played two selections
from Childhood. by Schumann, Fright,," illg Scellcs and Clt ild Falli" g Asleep.
Caro Mio B el', ~y Giordan i, and I've B eell
/? oam illg . by Horn, were sung by Ellen
Leech. The program was concluded by
!:» mpltonie Piece, by Clokey. T his composition was played by Betty Smith at
the organ a nd Betty West a t the piano.
The student r ecita ls ar e not intended
to be fini shed productions but are, however, meant to give students experience in
public performances. Nevertheless, the
recita ls are all important musical feature
on campus.
- - - - ® - -- -
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A ne w high in college and university
enrollments has been set this fall with an
increase over last year of 4.8 per cent,
preliminary registration surveys r eveal.
J ncrease in college registration in 1937
over 1936 was 3.9 per cent, but the largest
sectional increase this · year was in the
South, where the gain was 5.7 per cent.
Eastern college enrollments have increased 5.2 per cent and the west 4.3 per
cent. Increases last year were 3.3 per cent
and 3.8 per cent, respectively.
Most colleges aod universities also received a larger number of applications
than heretofore, but many have set up
rigid requirements that limit the number
of those accepted.

Ho llins is a lways keenly interested in
what it s "junior s a broad" are doing a nd
there was much anx iety th is fa ll When
O li ve Holmes, who ha d planned since last
winter to study with the "J unior Year in
Germany" group, left for Munich a t the
height of the September internationa l
C I"I S JS.

Finally, the Jllll ior Yra r NI''''s Leit er
was rece ived by one of her fri ends on
call1pus and her sa fety made. knoll'n. St ill,
the possib le danger which they II'cre facing is vi vidly reveal ed in the series o f
cablegrams, printed in the bulletin, w hich
passed between the var ious people try ing
to decide whether or not it was afe for
them to proceed accord ing to their or igina l plans.
O live herself w rites of the expcriences
Llf the trip a s fo llows:
" Wafted on the wind s of an inconsiderate hurricane, we of the Tourist
. Class-seven strong-began our adventure
with anticipation and regret. Seven weak
the next morning, we could feci nothing
but regret as the sh.ip labor ed throug h
high winds and huge seas. I n between
our frantic dashes fro m ra il to rail, however, we managed t o become acquainted
with one another , and by a ft ern oon were
even able to essay an indifferent ga me of
bridge. Anot her difficulty a ppea red when
we found that the na tive lang uage is
diff er ent f rom the German we lea rned
in sc.hool. W e had no trouble say ing 'ein
Bier .' It was when we a ttempted 'vier
Bier' that the words would not come.
" The e venings on board s hip were our
g reatest pleasure. Bockbierfes te or Winze rf este-the German idea o f a jam session- is t o dri~lkJ sing and dance, and
then sta rt in all over aga in. When we
became a trifle bored with the formality
of Tourist Class, we unbent so far as to
go slumming down among the rabble in
Third. Much as we hate to say it, w e let
our back hair down with · pleas ure and
after the fourth 'Pros it' were incorporating the German waltz into our Big
Apple.
" The real excitement of the trip occurred, however, whcn we learned that the
ship was headed, not fo r Cher bourg and
S outhampton, but for the Nordsee. Apparently the British navy was hot on the
chase with lethal des ign. Although fo r
two nights light s were doused o n deck
and voices hushed in a nt icipation of .an
air raid, nothing' even as excit ing as a
school o f icebergs or a baby whale appeared on the horizon.
" Despite the fun we ha ve had with our
ping-pong and bridge games, our s hipboa rd romances and genera l jo llificat ion,
we are ready for the disemba rkation at
Hamburg and resigned to future intellec-

esprit de corps among us and a real admiratiot1 fo r our leader, except when he is
playing bridge. All in a ll, i r the t ri p so
far is in the least indicative of t he fut ure,
we ant icipate the exper ience of a lifetime."
From another part of the bulletin it
was learned tha t opening exercises in
Mun ich went through as scheduled a nd
that classes began on Octobe r 4. O live is
tak ing German Language and Composition, German H istory, Lessi ng, Schiller ,
Goethe; Germa n D ra ma and Studies in
Opl'fa. S ince O live has a lways been an
"utstanding student, per ha ps she will 110t
tl nd these so difficul t as th ey sound.
®o--__

Freshman Class
Elects Its

()~cers

(C{jll /inllrd fr om Page 1, Co I,m", 1)
end of the country at the Ruth Co it
School. Another athlete is Ann H all, of
S lingersialld, N. Y., who has excelled in
both hockey and r iding and was, in conseq uence, elected to r epresent the class on
the Athletic ·Board . Before coming to
Holl ins she attended the Alba ny A cademy
for Girls, where she was head o f lhe
P roctor Committee as we ll as vice president of the Student Council.
Peggy H illiard, anothe r T exas girl,
fro m Ma rsha ll , was elected class re.preselltative to the Y. Vv. C. A. board. While
at Ma rsha ll H igh School, in her home
town, P eggy held a number of offices,
including the presidency of the senior
class and of the Science Club a s well a s
the vice presidency of the honor society.
As s9ng leader, the class chose Ruth
Dennett, of H ouston, Texas, a member of
the cho ir here and one of the most energetic girls in the class. S he comes to
H ollins from San Jacinto Hig h School,
where she was president of her sorority
and an active member of the student body.
U nder the leadership of these g irls the
class will assume its res ponsibilities as a
unit in the organization o f the college
and will contribute as a unit to t he va rious
movements 0 11 campus.
- -- - - - < i > - -

" Men and women tempered by four
yea r s of exposure to disinterested scholarship a rc less likely to ra il victims to mass
hysteria, to corroding persona l ambition
and to stupid fashions. They are less apt
to become cranks or di sc iples o f cranks."
Northwes tern University's P ro f. William
Jaffe believes a libera l education makes
students "better prepared to become the
type of citizens our stri fe- torn world 6 0
urgently needs."
---~---

Persona lity led a ll ot her qualities ·in the
li st ing of male assets by U niver sity of
New M exico co-cds.
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N. Y. A. Appointments Made Public

Alumnae.Tea \yill Whirling Hoops Triangle Club
Be Held Friday
Are FeatUred
Elects New Head
HoUinl Kith and Kin Meet Over
The Triangle Alumn", Club, which inat Junior Prom cludes
Tea-Cuptl
alumn", of Roanoke, Salem, Hol-

Famous Educationalists Now on
Board
Aubrey Williams, executive director of
the National Youth Administration, r ecently made public the appointments of
four advisors and directors in different
fields of the Administration. Dr. Charles
H ublJard Judd, recently retirL'<I chairman
of the Department of Education at the
University of Chicago, will direct the
NY A program of education for out-ofschool youth . Dr. L ynn E mer son, Professor of Industria l Education at Cornell,
has been engaged on a part-time. basis to
be a consult ant for the work projects prog ram fo r out-o f-school youth. The other
t wo appointees are William G. Carnahan,
of Knoxville, Tenn ., and H erbert Little,
of W ashington, D . c., both of whom will
he NYA Regional Directors.
According to Mr. Williams, Dr. Judd's
appointment arises from a vital need to
give the 200,000 employed youths of this
country more inst ruction about the social
and economic conditions in which they
work. Though there are some governmental institutions designed to thus educate the young work er s, neverth eless there
are thousands o f youths who were forced
by economic conditions to leave school
10 find work in the NY A works project .
Dr. Judd, who has been a member of the
advisory council of NY A since its creation in 1936, ha s as his aim to find out the
t ype of information needed by these workers and to present the material in a way
which will attract their interest.
Vocational Training Given

Dr. Lynn A . Emerson, a past consultant
for the President's Advisory Committee
on Education, will act in a similar position for the NY A and, Mr. Williams said,
"will advise us in our plans to increase the
number and scope o f resident centers and
proj ects which prov ide work, experience
and occupational guidance, especially with
regard to mechanical pursuits." Mr. Williams also explained the purpose of the
prog ram: "In our student aid we are
assisting thousands of young men and
women destined to enter the professions
and white-collar pursuits. F or the t housands o f out-of -school youths in our work
program, however, the chief hope of lif etime employment seems to lie in the
skilled and semi-skilled occupations in an
industrial system that is daily becoming
more mechanized." In the resident centers
the young people are given try-outs and
work practice, with in formation about the
t ype o f work in which they are interested.
A plan to give this group occupational
training will be formu lated by Dr. Emerson.
The two Regional Directorships go to
Dr. Carnahan, who graduated from the
u niver sity o f Chicago with a degree from
the field of Social Service Administration,
an d Mr. Little, a news paper man o f long
experience. specializing in the coverage
of economic, labor and court issues. The ir
activities are widely varied.
Em ', yment Service
Not only does the NY A ass ist in the
fll1ancial responsibility o f the education
of many young people, but it also does
much to find employment for young people, a service mentioned above. The Junior
Placement Service, under the direction of
Dr. Ma ry H . S. Hayes, announces that
during the month o f October, 1938, the
employment offices of NYA placed 6,564
youths in private indu stry, making a total
of 141,317 placements since 1936. There
a re now 107 cities with special youth employment bureaus, and in 26 of the cities
where the NYA originally carried a ll the
financial responsibility, stat e employment
se rvices have assumed all or part of this
responsibility. The NY A is making rapid
progress, and is filling a definite need on
the par t of the youth o f this country for
more education at a more available cost.
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Who was it that said that society is a
plaything ? Or did he? At any rate, it is
definitely play, and here at Hollins we
see our book -worms cast aside their books
and horn-rimmed glasses as soon as a
week-end rolls around. There have been
so many exciting things happening lately,
such as the V . M. I.-V. P. 1. game, Ring
Figure, and Thanksgiving in general that
we hardly know where to begin.
Some of the girls started 'way back
before Thanksgiving. Shirley Henn and
Alice Claggett, for instance, who went
a ll the way up to Ohio State. That was
the week-end that Paige Martin and Lisa
Lindsey took Betsy Buckner home with
them to Alexandria, too. Hari>cr Ricketts
went over to William and Mary to visit
her s i ste~, and Barbara Sandy and "Cappy~'
Evans went down to Duke. Ellen Leech
decided she simply had to go home once
before Christmas, so she took Mary Gene
Procter a long to sec the sights of Washington. Virginia Lewis "dragged" Annapolis.
Betty Hart went to . "Sister Polly's"
wedding. We have visions of a beautiful
bridge and maid-of-honor. Polly Pinner
went home to make her debut. Speaking
of debuts, Mary Barnwell's deserting the
Prom for that same reason this week-end.
Now we COme to the light of any girl's
life-Ring Figure at V" M. I.! Some of
the' lucky girls this year were Lita Alexander, Dot Rountree, Elizabeth Harris,
Harriet Martin, Kitty Grady, Phoebe
Robbins, Betty Beasley, Nancy Ring,
Franny Lunsford, Evelyn Fray, Bunch
Sanders, Bessie West, and Hattie Bell
Kenyon.
Another classic of Thanksgiving weekend was the Army- Navy game. Marjorie
Ann Strode, Katherine Beckman, Jerry
Wynne, Sa lly White, Betty Lacy J ones,
and Mary Austin Campbell braved the
snow in Philadelphia.
Marg and Franny Vaughan fed Edie
Bryant, Beverley Dillon and Alice Reynolds their Thanksgiving turkey down in
Ga lax. Evelyn Brown and Hilda and
Phyllis \\'hitaker went over t o Charlottesville to see Carolina take Virginia.
Luciette Frazier alld "Teet" Hendrix went
home to Greensboro for their Thanksgiving celebration.
We saw a familiar sight around campus
last week. Y es, 'twas Garber's red cap and
Garber was right underneath it. Sara
Rice visited us for the fall play and
Sus ie Farley's big sister, Maude, was
a long.
Martha Susan Campbell took her roommates, Diana \Vallace and Ellen Leech,
home with her for a bit of rest. Of course,
nobody was left at school Thanksgiving
Day, 'cause Roanoke was simply running
over with V. M. r. and V. P. 1. uniforms.
We can't seem to .find anybody that approved of the outcome 0 f the game,
though .
Practically everyone put on her Sunday-go-to-meeting frock and went down
to catch a glimpse of royalty. First we
get the First Lady-now it's a title-a
real live countess, no less.
Then came the Prom-THE social
event of the year. Such clothes, such
decorations, suc h music and-mmm 1such men. It only proves you can't be
sure you know your own roommate when
she's applied her Saturday night glamour.
But Edie Bryant, Margaret Harmon,

\Vith a touch of Chris tmas in the scent
of pine boughs and lots of red candles reflecting friendly light in the great mirrors
to give the " family gathering" background, SOme five score students. relatives
o f Hollins alumn"" will come to the drawing room on Friday afternoon. December
I) , a s the guests of the Alumn", Association, to be introduced to the campus alumn",. Tea will be served from four to fivethirty, amid much good exchange of
"Hollins talk" of then and now.
The guests will be received by President
Randolph, Mrs. Reeves and Mrs. Ella
Cocke. They will be introduced to Miss
Willie Scott, Mrs. M . Estes Cocke, Mrs.
J. A. Turner, Miss Thalia Hayward, Miss
Rachel Wilson, Miss Margaret Scott,
Miss Kitty Wood, Miss Dorothy Vickery,
Miss Mabel Uzzell and Miss Martha
Pearce, who will escort them through the
receiving line. Tea will be poured by
Mrs. J ohn Logan, president of the Triangle Club, and Mrs. Cecil Neill, recently
of Hollins but now .living in Roanoke, will
preside over the coffee cups. Assisting
hostesses, whom it is hoped will reach the
campus for tnc occasion, are Miss Maria
Parkinson and Mrs. W . H. Goodwin, of
Charlottesville.
In speaking of the tea, Mrs. R. C.
Reeves, alumn~ secretary, said: . "Guests
'and hoste sses will meet each other with a
common bond already established. Hollins
is very proud of its alumn", descendants
who, in their vety presence here as stuuents, help to strengthen the continuity
of the Hollins spirit and ideals. Hollins,
on the other hand, is a part of the tradition
of the families whom these alumnr£ descendants represent and thus the COmmon
bond has been made."
-4>---

Each Building Plans
a Christmas Party
Christmas is the party season at Hollins.
Despite the fact that everyone is counting minutes before the train heading
toward home will leave, Hollins feels here
also the binding tie of Christmas. Dr.
Mary Phlegar Smith, Mrs. Poulton Miss
' Blair am! Miss Moore all have ~rties
planned for the girls in their respective
buildings. Although Dr. Smith has not
disclosed all of her plans, w~ can assure
East building an hilarious time Wednesday night, December 14, in the Y. W. C. A.
room. As for Main and West, rumor says
that in Keller the underclassmen will
have everything from Santa Claus to a
Christmas tree. Moreover, the girls will
exchange presents. The house pres idents
are helping to get the parties organized
and he lping. to plan a gala occas ion for all
bef ore we start for home.
The freshman Y. W. C. A. commission,
headed by Peggy Hilliard, is a lso planning
a party as their first activity. Although
it is to he primarily for the school children
of the Hollins community, students always have just as good a time. This party
fall s on December 12, and the 'meeting
place will be Keller. At 1 :30 P. M. the
white children will come, and at 3 :30 the
colored. Santa Claus will be there with
a present for each boy aild g irl while the
entertainment will be provided by the fifty
freshman commissioners who are showing
a great deal of enthusiasm.

Virginia Lewis and Tilghman Mingea gave
up all this to try their glamour out on
W. & L. this week-end, instead.
Please, Santa Claus, bring us more
week-ends. There "jest ain't " enough of
them. "Ve may not be Dervishes, but how
we love to whirl I

FLOWERS
For Eoery Occasion

Dates for the Junior Prom started
arriving on campus Friday night-and
such a flurry you've never seen before.
Keller took on its week-end gaiety a day
early and the walls of the dormitories resounded continuously with the ring o f
telephones. Then Saturday arrived and
the tea-dance started promptly at 4:30
P. M . Praise and more of it goes to the
Juniors who know their "whys and wherefor es" on decorations. The gym Successfully represented a winter scene. Along
the walls were placed artificially snowy
trees, with Christmas red paper and cotton
snow at the edges of the floor for an
dfective background. At each end and
on one side of the gym were placed snowmen, seven feet tall. Each wore a top
hat and a red bow around his neck and
each carried a bouquet of artificial red
roses in his arms. The ceiling was covered
with Spanish moss and the orchestra platform was banked with white cedars. The
room, in brief, smelled "good and Christtllasy."

Something ' extra must be sa id for the
orchestra-the ; V. ' M. 1. Commanders.
They were grand and I'm sure everyone
enjoyed them-and the uniforms!
W(hoops)', w(hoops)
and
more
w(hopps) is the only suitable expression
to describe the formal dance on Saturday
night. But wasn't it fun banging up
against each other without fear of bruising shins! And this is the last straw!
Did you hear about Kenny, who bought
a dress with non-detachable pantaloons
and forgot to ask the sa1es lady how to
"relea se oneself." She finally fell into
bed at 2 :30 A. M., exhausted after a hard
struggle.
The figure was led by Rosa Batte
Hodges, whose escort was Lee McLaughlin, and Nancy Campbell, whose escort
was Wilson Blain. Both girls, president
and vice president, respectively, of their
dass, wore white gowns and carried arm
bouquets of red roses. During the march
the room was dark except for two spotlights ; as the climax of the figure each
Junior paused at the end of the gym to
pin a white carnation on her escort's lapel.
A Junior no-break followed to the strains
of "My Reverie." Later in the evening
there was a Senior no-break.
Promptly at midnight, as for Cinderella.
the 'ball was over and references began
to be made in the past tense; so we'll add
our voice to the others with: "You've
gotta hand it to the Juniors! It was one
;-rand affair."

,Ie""

ROANOKE, VA.

Then followed the Hollins movie. The
leading stars, picked out by the vocifer~
ousness of the onlookers, turned out to be
the same as those picked by the same
method when the movie was shown here
on. campus. Hollins girls don't change
very much as the generations go on
and on.
Luncheon, of course, went on in between some of these program events. The
meeting was held at the Roanoke Y . W.
C. A. Lots of people kept in the alumnr£
mood by doing their Christmas shopping
at Lila's Gift Shop after the meeting was
over.

VISIT OUR FOUNTAINS
ROANOKE

LYNCH BUIlG

College Repruentative
MISS MARY STATLER JEFF1!RSON
Room ~16, East Building

Kimmerling Bros.,Florists
Hotel Patrick Henry Building

THURMAN

&

BOONE CO.

"The South's Largnt and
Finut Home Furnishing
Institution"

ROYAL FUR SHOP
Furs Stored, Cleaned
and Remodeled

FALLON, Florist
JANE HILDUTH

lins and the communities nearby and in
between, held the second meeting of the
season in Roanoke yesterday. There were
about fi fty members present.
Three interesting events followed each
other on the program. First of all, there
was an election to conduct. The club
heard with regret the resignation of
Elizabeth Hancock, '34, as president. No
one hesitated to release her, however, since
her resignation came because of her approaching marriage and all of the attendant demands that such an occasion brings
with it. (This is a very restrained way
of putting it!) At any rate, the club
elected Frances McNuilY Logan, '28, in
Elizabeth's place. Frances is on the '
W &rlcl-NfWS staff and is a resident of the
Bower Apartments across from the college gates. Added to her own fine attributes these things and the fact that she
is a fo rmer member of the Hollins
faculty gives the club a fine leader -for the '
busy year ahead. It isn't often that regret
can be' turned to ' satisfaction so swiftly
when one has to change horses (with
apologies) in mid-stream I
N ext on the program was the maiden
.speech of Mabel Uz~lI, '30, as Fund Secretary. Before 1942 rolls around, the
F. S. will have made so many speeches
that she will be like unto Wiliiam Jennings Bryan, with a touch of the zeal of
Carrie Nation (of whom these readers
ha ve neve~ heard, most likely). However. the speech yesterday was grand, and
the audience said so. The Centennial Fund ·
Plan was held up for inspection piece
by piece, and then neatly put together
again to show how it will look when it is
done, in 1942. The Triangle Club, no
doubt, knows how lucky it is to be practically sittillg on the door-step of "headquarters" where help is readily and eagerly f orthco.ming at all times. Many a club
group is going to have to wait months
before it can get that personal touch from
the master hand I
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MIIIk 10 OrJtr tIIId Rudy 10 Wlar
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For Holiday, or CId1'
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CLOVER BRAND
ICE CREAM

Clover Creamery Co., Inc . .
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Shop
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Jdfenon
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CASUALLY SMART
BT BEVERLY DIlLON
From the land of ice and snow" _of
winds ... of pine trees ... of rollicking
laui htcr and Pudgies, just a couple of
bare facts to you. Suggestions, cherubs,
for the Christmas glamour you haven't
had since you were six and screamed
beautifully when, under the tree, your
jack-in-the-box flew open. S-o-o-o-o, off
to the infants' department with you ... at
Schwarz's, a brown velvet version of
Ferdinand and a big honey bear (j ust like
us); at Young Books, a real wooden
. hurdy-gurdy to widen the eyes .. . Lester
Gaba's soap creation of Ferdinand ... a
rocking chair that has a music box which
charms young one-to-four squalls ... a
Santa stocking trimmed with the ' child's
lIame alld bells ... a soft woolly white
lamb, and Decca record sets of Winnie
lire Pooh, Bar Bar Ihe Bear or Christmas
carols.

Then for the child you calmly ignore
and grit your teeth about. .. satisfy his
dear littIe inquiring mind with a world
globe lamp for that "A" in geography ...
his prowess for active indoor sport when '
there is company present and he won't
leave, with a dart board of two sides . .. a
tool kit .frbm Ahercrombie and Fitch .. .
has everything in it and folds up conveniently into a little leather case . .. or if
he's nautically minded, a knife with a
cork case " . like Ivory soap, it floats " .'
and if you have a little sister who sits
and dreams of the day her braces will
come off and she will be a charmer, perk
up her life with a lighted Christmas tree
of perfume ... (Lucien Le1ong) ... a Babushka with fur around it to match her
coat".a Peggy Sage set. "or a pair of
smart, yes I dress mittens made of English
doeskin.

For the Man In Your .Llre

I

Committee
Makes
•
•
Change m Policy:

I

Wh Don't You Read!
Y

IDr.Speaks
McBryde
to Wnters

Dilhrr.• aud lit/,rrs
Several important changes in regard to
CoRNF.I.IA Ons SKINNER
pUblicising the work of the Joint LegislaDodd, Mead and Co.
tive Committee were announced by Miss
In this delightful book, Cornelia Otis
Mary Statler Jefferson, program chair- Skillner has again demonstrated that she
man of the committee, at a recent meeting can write as well a s act. Dithers and
of the student body. These changes have iillrrrs is just what the name implies-a
been incorporated into the program al- book of nonsense. The author, in a
ready and go into effect immediately.
series of short, hilarious essays, treats
.The first feature of this publicity work . o f a fantastically wide range of subjects
WIll be announcements, in Student Govern- :hat includes everything from a discourse
~nt meetings twice a month, of the com- on the real value of English sport clothes
mlltee's agenda before it comes up for to the performance of Yoga exercises
discuss ion, in order that it may be talked has exhibited a sparkling wit and a grand
over by the student body from whom the sense of humor. All in all, Dilhers and
class representativ~s will gather public iilhrrs is fine entertainment.
opinion. It is also hoped, Miss Jefferson
said, that this will prevent the sending in
of petitions for legislation which is alPhilosopher's Holiday
IRWIN EDMAN
ready before the board. In immediate
Viking
execution of this plan, Miss . Jefferson
I rwin Edman, professor of philosophy
said that the matter now before the comat Columbia University, has taken a holimittee is the ruling regarding approved
day from his academic duties to write a
places for eating and entertainment in
captivating' book. No autobiography, this
and around Roanoke. It is planned that
is a presentation of the professor's views
a definite decision will be re"ched at the
on various aspects of our civilization. Innext regular Wednesday meeting of the
cluded, too, is a fascinating group of charJoint Legislative Committee.
acters whom Mr. Edman has met in his
The second feature of the program is
travels, while the book ends with his conthe publication of summaries of legislation
ception of a refuge against the increasing
both complete and in transition in STUsavagery that exists in the world today.
nENT LIFE, in order to keep the students
The book is characterized by a penetrating
informed of the action being taken from
week to week. Passage or defeat of a wisdom and a kindly humor that makes
it irresistible.
measure will be announced, although
legislation never becomes final until approved by the president. Thirdly, Miss
Jefferson said, an annual report including F. O. B. Delroil
WESSEL SMITTER
petitions accepted and rejected, and the
Harpers
action of the committee, will be made at
After his graduation from college,
the end of the year and filed in the library Wessel Smitter, the author, worked for
for reference by the students.
two years in one of the great factories of
In closing, Miss Jefferson said: . "As . Detroit. Using this locale as a background
you . can see, this publicity program in- he has written a .vital and convincing novel
volves a considerable shift in the policy of the men who make the automobiles.
of the committee. which has proceeded in The central figures of the book are Russ
the past on the theory of closed meetings and Benny, factory workers, and Rita,
until the end of the session when the new the taxi dancer. Each character is carelegislation was reported to the student fully and vividly drawn; especially effecbOdy. We want to do away with the old tive is the contrast between the two men.
idea of secrecy and let the student body as The author's familiarity with the men and
a whole participate more actively in the machines of which he writes has enabled
work of the committee. It is a more him to create the authentic atmosphere of
democratic way and a more representative the automobile plant.
way."

• • ••
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( Esqllire says leather satisfies a man's
soul), and try to get out of having to get
him that pair of French, Rhiner and UrlIer shoes he has been eyeing.

Then the man in your Ii fe .. . if he has
everything and you can afford it and want
to be different" . how about an alligator
And for Your Roommate
map case with all the maps of the United
And for the girl's girls, or suggestions '
States in it from Abercrombie and Fitch
.'. . a Saint Christopher medallion for his fo r your roommate .. . (and anyone else
car ... if he follows the hounds, a hunt who happens to be around at the time
book and two Victor records from the when you are reading this) ... Groom Prix,
Sporting Gallery and Book Shop ... per- to quote "seductive in a diminutive
haps out of the question, but nevertheless leather" (sounds like it ought to perk up
spectacular, a stirrup watch, Cartiers ... that new line of yours, "I just can't think
Whatever, stick to the impersonal; if you of a thing to ·say") ... Shocking, loy and
can't and realize that whatever you send A ,"icipalio •• something new and not so
him won't make the slightest impression static, by Lentheric ... an evening carry-all
in the leas t (there are boys like that, you in gold or silver kidskin, complete to a
know), then send him a case of rum and new face, Mark Cross ... from Bonwit
Teller's a carry-all purse of the encatch the next train out. ..
velope type, of alligator ... a pair of anIf he's still the man in your life and
gora mittens knitted like men's · sport
hasn't anything, and you still want somegl?ves .. . if you take to the ice, a short,.
thing super without forcing your hand,
princess-fitted skating dress ... a Bridg-osend him a stirrup tie rack ... evening
matic for the playgirls. _.an RCA Victor
suspenders with his initials on them ... a
record attachment and the nine dollars
leather stud case ... if he likes to stand in
worth of records that go with it. .. perthe stream and flycast, give him a pigskin
sonal stationery ... anything to "punctuate
trout fly case with assorted trout flies
the feminine personality" ... a little bit
Abercrombie and Fitch ... i f he likes t~
different with that I-ordered-it-just-forwaddle around the downbeat, give him a
you look.. .
.
selected few of T. Dorsey's and throw in
Almost time to catch that midnight chooArt Shaw's Begin the Beguine .. . or
choo now for the land of the Christmas
maybe you can charm yourself into his
doll revue, so off with you . . . don't forget
pipe dreams with Victor's new Gershwin
to hang up your stocking, and don't forget
Album, Ferde Grofe's Graltd Canyon
that more than often it is the spirit that
Suite, Mississippi Suite, Hylton's remarklies behind the gi ft tha t means more to
able lusl a Gigolo or Ravel's Bolero.
the person who gets it, which is just an!f he happens to be your brother, flip a other way of saying little things, kindCOlD, wrap up your picture ... or a black nesses are what make life worth sticking
knitted tie ... a dress shirt with his initials around for ... 'bye now and have a wonon it ... a pipJC rack ... a crocodile wallet derful time I
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The Notebooks 0/ LeolUJrdi Da Vinci
Arranged by EDWARD MACURDV
Reynal Hitchcock
Leonardi Da Vinci, that versatile genius
who personified the glorious spirit of the
Renaissance, . recorded, on five thousand
sheets of manuscript, his notes on studies
and researches, his reflections and speculations. Edward Macurdy, who undertook
the difficult task of translating and arrangmg these notes, hal completed a magnificent scholastic achievement. The work
is published in two volumes, with sixtyfour illustrations that contribute much to
the attractiveness and intcr~st of the
books.

•

Designed Hollinl Seal With Mr.
Turner
The Writers Club had as its guest at its
regular lneeting la st Sunday evenillg, Dr.
H . C. McBryde, a professor of English,
who taught here from 1897 to 1903 and
who has just retired from his pro fessorial
duties at Tulane.
While at Hollins, .Dr. McBryde not only
fulfilled his academic obligations but also
contributed to extra-curricula activities in
that he and. the late Mr. J. A. Turner
designed the Hollins seal. Between them
they agreed to incorporate into it a mountain range because of the college motto,
';We lift our eyes to the hills from whence
cometh our help," and two symbols, the
book for knowledge and the lily for purity. He has also worked out other seals
because, in general, he feels and regrets
that college seals tend to be futile and
'Iacking in significance. .
. The business part of the meeting was
devoted to a discussion of the dearth of
literary activity on campus, and to the
question of what can be done to stimulate
creative writing. In ' view of this discussion and of previous disciJssions by the
.Cargoes staff and members of the faculty
advisory committee on publications, it has
been decided not to publish an issue of the
magazine until next semester, because it
was definitely thought that it would be
detrimental to publish an inferior issue
of the magazine.
After this discussion, Dr. McBryde read
an essay of his with the ambiguous title,
"Mocking Birds," and illustrated it by
his imitations of various bird eal1s. The
meeting closed after an Uncle Remus
story told by Dr. McBryde.

H. C. BARNES, Inc.
" H, P..IJ Up PrucriPli07l'"

Nos.

:2

S.H_HEIRONIMUS @
c. • ... , - - . . .

ICI.a. •• L - . . -

HORNE'S
Creators of Correct Millinery
410 South Jefferson Street
Hosiery

Lingerie

NATALI~HOPPE
Sponsoring Smart Apparel
for the College Miss
301

S. Jefferson St.

ROANOKE, VA.

FOI!.TIFY AGAINST COLDS
Halibul Li""r Oil Cal',..lu, 79<=

Safe Service Drug Store
Phone 9l4S

308 S. J effenon Street

and ... S. Jefferson Street

Mail Orden G~t Prompt Service
Please Send Enough for Postage
DIAL 5585

».1~~
Corrlcl Dun for lYomna

They're ready

DOW •

• •

Hundreds of new and
exciting gift suggestions
that invite your immediate inspection.

Selecl now---avoid the rush

&AKS & eoMPANY
105 ' South Jefferson Street
ROANOKF. VIRGINIA

Fashions for the Favorites

Ha ve your Kodak Films finished
the Panel-Art Deckle-Edge way.
FRESH STOCK OF EASTMAN FILMS
Service by

Roanoke Pboto Finishing Co.
Mary Cocke, Ann Reamy,

S. GALESKI OPTICAL
COMPANY

2io West

'''CAUSE YOu
LIKE NICE

THIN"'-

MEDICAL AIlTS BUILDING

Furri~rs-Costumers
CONNECTtON
WITH "NY

Third largest library in the United
States, Harvard College's Widener
Library, contains 1,750,000 volumes.

OTIUR SHOP

Michig~n was the first state university
to recogmze the need of a museum building to centralize the research and educational functions of organized scientific
collections.

Hunter College, in New York City is
the largest women's college in the worid.

First Floor

PATTERSON'S

••• •

Behold. Our Land
RUSSELL LoRD
Bere is the epic story of the American
land. Mr. Lord tells of the creation of
the soil of our coulltry and of its development throughout the ages. He explains
too, the role the soil played in the sett1e~
ment of America. Finally, there is the
tragedy of man's misuse of the resources
of the land, resulting in the disastrous
floods and dust storms. The author, above
all, emphasizes the importance of the soil
in the future of our country' he shows
plainly that the destiny· of America is
inextricably involved with the land.

ADVERTISE-let people know
who you are I The subtlest way
is with these hankies, handappliqued with your name. Think
of Christmas I EACH 25c.

THE

MEIRINGEN TEA ROOM
(Aero.. from Bus Terminal)

306 South Jefferson Street

An UnlUual Muting-Eating
Retreat
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A. A. A. S. Holds
Southern Meeting
( Colltillllrd from Page 1, Columll 4)
national scientific society in the United
S tates. ln 1848, when the association was
organized, science consisted of two general divisions, Natural Philosophy and
Natural History, the former including
the physical sciences then existing and
the latter the biological. Since that time
the astounding progress of sc ience has
led to great and ever-increasing specialization. In the promotion of science, and
the coordination of many and varied field s
of research, the association has played a
distinguished role for ninety years. It is a
federation of the most important force s,
at least in the long run, which are operating on this continent.
Southern Hospitality ProfJered

Scientists all over the South feel it a
g reat honor and a privilege to them, and
particularly to Virginia, to have the meeting in Richmond. W . F. Rudd, chairman
of the advisory committee of the Virginia
section of the American Chemical Society,
host to the meeting, said recently: "Virginia hopes to make up for lack of faci liti es, avai lable in the larger centers where
the meetings have been held previously,
by hospitality features which will be long
r emembered by those attending." Emphasis dietetically will be on Virginia food
products and on old Virginia dishes, while
trips to historic spots in and around Richmond wi ll be arranged. Arrangements
have been made a lready for at least three
specia l bus trips to Williamsburg.
Citizens of Richmond and vicinity are
being asked to contribute the use of their
cars for certain periods during the week,
and if they have children of college and
high school age, these are being asked
to drive the cars. Stickers will be furnished indicating the college from which
the driver comes so that the convention
delegates wi ll be made aware of the educationa l institutions of Virginia. Those in
charge of the convent ion are making
every effort to have a highly successf ul
one, both socia lly and educationally.

Swimmers Will Compete
Tuesday in Annual Meet

PORT

L ' ANTS
By ALICE PORTER
This basket ba ll season brings the introDespite the fact that the Odd banner
duction of two-court play. Three-court is overshadowed the Even red and white
definitely out, so Hollins, to keep in step, on the front of .Main, nevertheless the
has adopted the newer form. This change Even banner was up there, for the first
in the divisions of the court h~uld bring time in four years, The game, as we all
about a faster game and will involve more know, was a thriller and a heart-breaker ,
intricate passing than before. There will Over-confidence, . inj uries, jitters, etc., all
probably be more scoring than before as had their share in the outcome. Both sides
now there will be three forwards shooting, came mighty near winning, but each came
guarding will be more of the zone type mighty near los ing, also. It was a shame
and should eliminate much of the close more could not have made the varsity, for
guarding that slows the game up.
this season we have seen an abundance of
The class set-up will be any man's pick. good hockey players. It is most significant
Most all wi ll be starting from scratch
that four freshmen and four seniors made
save some of the freshmen, and it's hard
the team; there we have evidence that
to say which class will "catch on" the
newness nor agedne s play too great a
quickest. The seniors have the material
and, despite the change, should bring forth part when it comes to downright good
a better team than last year. Clarkson, hockey. Rohner, Hodges, Jones, Wooden,
ineligible last winter, will be among the Cardwell, Nordlinger, Hoffacker, Spenfo rwards, as will Miggy Jones; providing cer, Manning, Clarkson and' Metcalfe
her "hockey leg" holds out. Those two composed the mythical eleven.
should lead a well-balanced team on the
fl oor and keep the seniors in the running
all the way. The class of 1940 has won
one game on the court since their stay at
Hollins, their record last year was scarcely indicative of their courageous playing
under extreme handicaps. This year the
picture appears brighter, if two forwards
can be found to bear the brunt with Rosa
Hodges. The guard situation is scarcely
better off , Susannah Farley tops the list,
but whether any support can be furnished
or not remains to be seen. The sophomores at present appear to be the best
bet, defeated only by the champions last
year they showed great promise and retaining most of their stars this year should
again come forth with some excellent
basket ball. Many of the freshmen are
experienced in two-court play and among
the candidates are many of hockey fame .
Just what they will do cannot be determined until they have been under fire. It
should prove a most interesting season, so
a ll come out and have a try.

The annual individual swimming meet,
under the direction of Lita Alexander,
chairman of that sport, will be 'held Tuesday afternoon, December 13. The winner
of the meet will be awarded the cup presented last year by Mis Martha Pearce,
class of 1938, now a member of the college staff. Present holder of the cup is
Miss Polly French, ex-'40.
An innovation on the program this year
will be the Tandem relay, a novel and exciting race requiring of the swimmer great
ease in handling herself in the water.
This wi ll replace the plunge event of
former years. As before, however, there
will be front crawl, back crawl and free
style events for speed, and contests for
form, both in swimming and diving. The
latter is, of course, the climax from the
spectator's point of view. The girls who
are expecting to participate in the event
are: Lita Alexander, Martha Bowman,
Ann Bowen, Mary Fischer Dana, Ruth
Dennett, Marcia Earle, Bette Ettinger,
Ann Fowlkes, Ann George, Ann Hall,
Peggy Hilliard, Mary Welchel, Harrjct
Clarkson, Alma Darden and Elizabeth
Shibley.

Town Hall Leetures Begin
(Cot/tit/llcd /rolll Page 1, Column 3)
democracies are ready to fight to keep
him from going too far, and Hitler
d finitely does not want to fight with England on the other side. In addition, said
Lady Judith, the smaller nations of central
Europe created after the World War are
so determin d not to become subject countries again that they are forgetting national boundaries in a cooperative effort
to withstand the force of the two a cending nation of Europe, Germany and
Russi,a. This move is given further impetus by the fact that the small nations
have learned through sad experience that
they cannot rely on the great powers to
protect them if the price involved is very
high. Two further points she made were
that the German people, as Hitler is
aware, are very wlwilling to fight another
war, and that Mussolini is rebelling inwardly at Hitler's being so much in the
limelight, with the result that Hitler will
not be able to count on him for support
in a crisis.
The Countess interspersed her lecture
with many interesting accounts of the
"state of mind" of various groups in Europe so that the audience found her talk
delightful and informative.

Dresses, Hats, Suede Jackets
Ife lake Them reel and Look_Like New

HOTEL
PATRICK HENRY
A ROBERT MEYER HOTEL

ARTHUR

FEET FIRST
Knowing that shoes set the
pace for her whole costume,
the woman who is truly smart
considers her FEET FIRST
"Btautiful Shou"-HoJitry, too!

Propst-Childress Shoe CO.

B.

MOODY,

Manager

Since the opening of the beautiful
Patrick Henry Hotel, we have had
for your service and convenience the
Hollins Students' room. We invite
you to make use of same. Call at
office for key.

All through the year
and all around the clock Chesterfield's
milder better taste gives millions
MORE PLEASURE

Ifcnchry~~

At Christmas time send these. plea,sure-giving cartons of Chesterfieldspackaged in gay holiday colors-welcomed by smokers everywhere.
You'll find Chesterfields a better cigarette because 0/ what they give you-more
smoking pleasure than any cigarette you
ever tried-the right combination of mild
ripe home-grown and aromatic Turkish
tobaccos rolled in pure cigarette paper.

,..,eu.iiiii'Dw.tOND M~

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

GIFTS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
,

WALTERS
Printing & Manufacturing Co.
JIO

Hollins Seal J ~w~lry
209 Jefferson Street
American Theatre Building

Kirk Ave., W.

PRINTING

ROANOKE
BOOK & STATIONERY CO.
211-2 13 First Street, S. W.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

HOLLINS STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS GIVEN SPECIAL
ATIENTION

The 'S tone Printing and
Manufacturing Company
PHONE 66,p

hesterfield

SPORTING GOODS

WELCOME!

ROANOKE, VA.

(Opposite Hotel Roanoke)
PRINTERS OF Studmt Lift

Tinler Tea House

Copyri,ht 19~8, LIGGI!Tr & MYEU TOBACCO

Co.

••• the blend that can't be copied
... a HAPPYCOM81NATION 0/ the
world's best cigarette tobaccos

